
Mankati E180
more determined, more imagination



Professional Results
When we talk about printing quality, we are not just talking 

about layer height or resolution.

We are talking about surface smoothness, dimension 

accuracy, detail reproduction and support quality.

Smooth Surface

What you need is not the 

theoretical parameter of 

layer height, but the real 

smooth surface.

With Mankati E180, you 

can get excellent smooth 

prints enough to be 

painted directly without 

polishing, or even to be the 

finished product.

Accuracy Dimension

No worry about the 

availability of your 3D prints 

by reason of the size 

error.

Mankati E180 brings you 

better solution with high 

dimension accuracy.

Easy Support

Don't be troubled by 

the support problem of 

complicated prints.

Mankati Mware will 

generate smart support 

structure automatically, 

enabling to remove it easily 

and leave clean surface 

also.



Stable & Durable
Design with stability and durability, for 

professionals and production.

Heavy Duty

Special design for lots of 

continuous printing jobs 

without break down.

Mankati E180 is your best 

choice for 3D printing 

service business and 

short-run production.

Enclosed Chamber

Get rid of the high failure 

rate of ABS, PC or other 

high shrinkage materials 

printing.

Mankati E180 has a fully 

enclosed print space 

to ensure a constant 

temperature printing 

environment.

Material Detection

Mankati E180 will 

automatically pause 

printing if the material 

runs out, you will recive 

a notifications in your 

computer, you can resume 

printing after loading new 

material.

Air Purification

Rest assured to print the 

industrial plastic without the 

worry of obnoxious odor.

Mankati E180 integrates 

the air filter to give you 

a comfortable working 

environment.



Efficiency & Convenience
3D printing technology has entered a whole new dimension, 3D printing 

efficiency must be taken into account in your investment decision.

Cluster Management

With Mankati Remote software, you 

can easily manage your Mankati 3D 

printers simultaneously. Multi-task 

printing management never be so 

high efficient.

Ethernet / WIFI / U-Disk

Forget about SD card now, you can 

send your print job via your local 

network wirelessly.

Remote Monitoring

On-board camera enables you to 

check the printing on your computer, 

or your smart phone anytime and 

anywhere (Coming soon).



Ease of Use
The ease of use of Mankati E180 

is a result of our unremitting pursuit 

of the user experience.

You will feel it in every detail.

Fully Automatic 

Calibration

One-click fully automatic 

calibration without manual 

intervention, start your first 

print in seconds.

Removable Build Plate

You can take the plate 

out, and remove the prints 

from it easily without any 

assistance tools.

Modular Design

With professional modular 

design, it is easy for you to 

maintain and repair your 

Mankati E180.

Easy Software

Mankati mWare is an 

ease to use slice and print 

software, you can get the 

professional result with just 

a few simple clicks.



Mankati E180

Technology MPM (Melted Plastic Modeling)

Build Volume 180 × 180 × 200 mm (7 × 7 × 7.8 in)

Layer Height 0.06-0.3 mm (0.002-0.012 in)

Build Plate

Build Size 180 × 180 mm (7 × 7 in)

Build Surface Perf Board

Build Plate Maximum Temperature 110 ℃ (230 ℉ )

Removable Surface Yes

Automatic Calibration Automatic leveling and calibrate nozzle height without manual intervention.

Manual Calibration Four screws adjustment with LED notification.

mExtruder

Nozzle Diameter 0.4 mm (0.016 in)

Extruder Maximum Temperature 350 ℃ (662 ℉ )

Material Detection Automatically pause printing when the material runs out.

Cooling Two direction air blowing printing area.

Extruder Structure Modular designed full metal extruder for easy maintenance and repair.

Material

Available Materials mABS, mPC-T, mPC-S, mPLA, etc.

Material Diameter 1.75 mm (0.096 in)

Hardware

Controller Dual ARM Cortex Processors

On-board Storage 4 GB

Positioning Precision (X/Y) 1.5 Microns

Positioning Precision (Z) 1 Micron

Interface Wi-Fi, Ethernet, USB Flash Disk

Air Purification Yes

On-boarad Camera Yes

Software

Operating System Windows Vista/7/8/10

File Format STL, OBJ, gcode

Slice and Print Software Mankati mWare

Cluster Manage Software Mankati mRemote

Software Language English

Package

Device Dimensions 345 × 340 × 490 mm (13.56  ×  13.4 × 19.3 in )

Device Gross Weight 15 kg (33 lb)

Spec Sheet

* Specifications subject to change without notice.



expect more...




